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Abstract 

We added self-driving capabilities to Emily Kan and Danielle Miller's go-kart from their 2006 

E90 project, further modified by Michael Chen and Chris Grasberger in 2017. We were able to achieve 

our main project goals which were to make the car drive smoothly on campus paths, avoid pedestrians 

and other objects, and intelligently traverse intersections. The field of autonomous vehicles is expected to 

make roads safer along with completely revolutionizing the transportation industry. Unlike large 

companies (Google, Uber, GM) that are working on autonomous vehicles, this project will be working 

with a low budget, employ fewer sensors, and use limited computational power. On the Swarthmore 

College campus a fully autonomous vehicle could be used for all types of applications that range from 

transporting students with disabilities around campus to making deliveries. In order to complete this 

project, we divided the tasks into hardware/mechanical, perception, and decision making. 

1. Introduction 

As the field of autonomous vehicles progresses, new implications arise: including furthering the 

safety of roads along with changing the possible forms of transportation. However, the vast majority of 

research in this field is conducted by large companies such as Uber and Google, that spend billions of 

dollars developing autonomous vehicles. This project will develop a self-driving car that can navigate on 

the campus of Swarthmore College. The project will be a proof of concept that autonomous vehicles on a 

small scale can be developed with a small budget, limited sensors, and computing power. We will be 

researching previously implemented methods along with implementing new methods in perception and 

control. In this project we will build a self-driving car that can drive smoothly on campus paths, avoid 

pedestrians and other objects, and intelligently traverse intersections. Perhaps in future Engineering 90 

projects this self-driving car will be improved enough to deliver packages, transport objects, and assist 

people who are disabled. 

We divided the work into perception, decision making, and hardware. Our perception system 

consists oflane detection, pedestrian detection, and object avoidance. For decision making, traditional 

control theory methods are used to take inputs from the perception system and output vehicle controls. 

The hardware aspect of this project will be to integrate all the sensors and data acquisition elements into 

one system, so that the vehicle will be fully functioning without human input. Additionally, physical 

adjustments to the car will be made to optimize efficiency and lifespan. Our main project goals are to 

make the car drive smoothly on campus paths, avoid pedestrians and other objects, and intelligently 

traverse intersections. 

2. Hardware 

The actual physical body of the car had already been built before we started this project. It was 

first conceptualized and built for an E90 in 2006, and then modified for another E90 in 2017, as shown in 

figure 2a. 



Figure 2a: Emily Kan and Danielle Miller 2006 (left), Mike Chen and Chris Grasberger 2017 (right) 

The hardware component of this project was to improve the mechanical system ofthe car (that has 

already been built), both in terms of safety and performance. Since our goal is for the vehicle to be a fully 

autonomous vehicle, our main priority is safety of it and its surroundings, and longevity of the vehicle 

itself. With this in mind, the steps taken to ensure these goals are met will be discussed below. 

2.1 Mechanical Modifications 

The vehicle we started with is the same vehicle that Mike Chen and Chris Grasberger developed 

last year. In their E90 report they discuss the specifications of the car. The car is a simple chassis 

constructed from aluminium bars. The vehicle is driven by differential drive, with a motor connected to 

each back wheel. The vehicle tapers in the front to form a triangular nose and has a swivel caster wheel. 

Mike and Chris attached a wooden bench near the back so that they were able to sit and control the car 

during their project. 

The first modification to the car was done during the fall semester. In their E90 report, Mike and 

Chris noted that the long front of the car made it difficult to turn in tight comers, and this hampered their 

program's ability to follow a path smoothly. We decided to cut 12" offthe front of the car to reduce 

weight and improve turning efficiency. The front ofthe car is now shaped more like a trapezoid and uses 

two swivel wheels on the outside of the frame. Next, the bench was removed and a seat for the user was 

added. The seat is located in front of the motors, as shown in the figure below. This position ofthe seat 

creates better weight distribution between the front and back tires ofthe car when the user is seated. Two 

safety features that were implemented are discussed next. The first is a roll cage, to protect the user in 
case the car rolls over. A beam structure was made from uni-strut that sits behind the user and also acts as 

the mount for our camera. The other safety feature that was implemented was a chain guard, to keep the 

chains isolated from long hair, scarves, or other items that may get caught in them. This was done by 

using an aluminum sheet and bending them to the correct specifications that they fit around the chains. 

They are attached to the frame of the car on either side. The final design of our vehicle is shown in figure 

2.la. 



Figure 2.1a: Final design of vehicle 

2.2 Control System 

The power source of the vehicle are the two 12 volt 74 amp hour deep cycle solar batteries 

located at the back of the vehicle (seen in the figure above). These are used to drive the motors, which are 

controlled by a Sabertooth 2x32 motor controller. So far, using this motor controller we can drive around 

the vehicle manually. Connect the battery, motor terminals, and set the DIP switches to the corresponding 

setup for your input, and the car can be driven around with a manual input (for more information see 

Sabertooth manual in Appendix B). This is similar to what was achieved in previous iterations with this 

vehicle. Last year the previous group tried to implement a self-tuning feedback controller. They 

purchased the Kangaroo X2 motion controller which is designed to be used with the Sabertooth. Two 

quadrature encoders that are attached to each motor shaft are used as input to the Kangaroo. 

Weare not sure exactly how much progress they made with the Kangaroo, but it was never fully 

implemented. This is a major issue for any self-driving system as it prevents the system from knowing 

anything about the car's speed or position. Any discrepancy between the system output and actual 

movement of the car can cause many problems. An example would be the car not knowing it was driving 

up a hill and not providing enough power to the motors. This could cause the car to stall or even slip 

backward. A large goal and expectation for us was to implement the feedback loop for the car, both for 

performance and safety. 

Figuring out how to get the feedback system working took a considerable amount of time. We 

tried to drive the vehicle manually after connecting the Kangaroo to the Sabertooth but it did not move. 

We played around with different DIP switch configurations and it still did not work. We wondered if 
there may have been a problem with the encoders, so we connected them directly to an Arduino to read 

the position values as we spun the wheels. This resulted in correct readings so we figured out the problem 

must be due to the kangaroo somehow. Eventually we decided to purchase a new Kangaroo as it was not 

too expensive and shipped quickly. Once our new Kangaroo came, we connected it using serial mode 

(look in Appendix B). To communicate with the linux laptop, we used a USB-serial converter and simply 



connected the tr<nsmitline to SI on the K<ng<roo <nd rece1ve line to S2 . Smal mod e can be selected by 

setting DIP switch 1 to ON. We used the default smal settings (9600 baud, 8Nl) The DIP switches of the 
Sabertooth mustb e set to (1 OFF, 2 OFF, 3-6 ON) as describ ed m the m <nual 

The last step of 1mplementing the feedbock system was 2lltotuning. The K<ng<roo X2 us es 

autoturung to le311 about the system. We used mode 1 for tuning. also called teach mode. In this mode, an 

acceptabl e range of motion for tuning IS taught by manually mOVing the vehicle. After mitializmg turung, 

w e pushed the vehicl e through one range of fotward motion, then two r<nges backward, and finally back 

to its center po":tion. The K<ng <roo then automatically moves through these r<nges to und erst<n d how 

much p ower IS reqUIred to mov e the vehi cl e. These settings are saved on the Kangaroo, so auto tuning is 

only reqUlred once. The benefit of 1mplementing this feedback system not only lets the vehicl e know its 
sp eed, but also acts as a sort of ctulse control The c<r is able to automatically hold its last po,.tion, so ,f 

w e were to tell the car to stop <nd Ity to push i~ even with no user m the c<r it will not mov e. If it 
encounters any reS1St<n ce or lack 0 f re,. stanc e, for eX311pl e traveling up or down a steep hill, it will 

proVIde the necessary changes so th<t the motors <re abl e to mov e <t a smlilar sp ee d as b efore It can al so 

stop on steep hills without <ny bral.<:es 

2.3 Car Setup 

The "bram" 0 four vehi cle is a linux l~top borrowed from the engmemng dep atment It is 

connected to the camera. lid<r, charger, kangaroo, <nd a logitech controll er. The 10 gitech controller was 

used to control the c<r <nd toggl e between m<nual and autonomous dnVlng as shoml m figure 2.3a. There 

w ere two settings, manual mod e <nd 2lltonomous mode. M<nual mode was 1ruti<ted by clicking the nght 

bumper. The throttle of th e car could be m <nually controll ed usmg the left Joystick The further the 

Joystick was pressed fO!W<rd, the faster itwould go. The nght Joystick was used to set the tummg angle 

velocity 
For autonomous dnVlng, the self-driVing algorithms take over <nd the user only has to hold dOml 

the left bumper. The way autonomous driVing was 1mplemented will be discussed m th e upcommg 
secl!ons If the left or n ght bumper, are not pressed, the car will not move 

Autonomous 
Mode 

Forward! 
Backward 

Manual 
_-- Mode 

Turning Angle 

Figure 2.3a: Car Controller 



3. Perception 

The perception system acts as the "eyes" of our car; its job is to develop an understanding of the 

envirornnent that the car is in. It takes in data acquired by sensors on the car (in our case, just a forward 

facing camera and a lidar), processes the data, and outputs useful information such as where the lane lines 

are and whether an obstacle is in front of it. The subsequent subsections describes the three components 

of our perception system: path detection, pedestrian detection, and object avoidance. 

3.1 Path Detection 

The goal of the path detection system is to determine where the edges of the path are at a given 

moment. A forward-facing camera provides a stream of images to the laptop, and each image is processed 

to locate the path edges. In most lane detection systems, an algorithm searches for lane line markers by 

looking for edges in the image. However, Swarthmore campus paths have no lane line markers and the 

abundance of shadows from trees and buildings on the paths make edge detection difficult and prone to 

error. We therefore chose to develop a path detection algorithm based on color differences that is 

specifically tuned for Swarthmore campus paths, where paths are gray and mostly surrounded by grass. 

There are several factors that make path detection on the Swarthmore campus challenging. As 

previously mentioned, Swarthmore has a a lot of trees and buildings near the paths that cast down 

shadows. This is particularly a hindrance for algorithms based on edge-detection, but also poses a 

problem for color-based algorithms as shadows change color in an image. Another challenging factor is 

the deviation of some locations from the assumption that paths are gray and the surroundings are green. 

Objects on the paths such as cones, parched grass or pebbles to the side of a path, and construction fences 

right next to a path all break the assumption that our algorithm makes. Intersections pose another 

challenge, as an intersection and a single path must be handled differently. Finally, illumination variance 

based on how sunny it is is a challenge for a color-based algorithm, as a path on a sunny day looks very 

different from a path on a cloudy day to a computer. This was particularly a problem for us as we used a 

logitech c615 webcam, which is made for indoor video streaming and not for outdoor use. 

In our path detection algorithm, we address each of the challenges listed above, making it fairly 

robust on the campus paths. However, it is not perfect and produces noisy outputs when conditions are 

particularly difficult. We first generate a birds-eye-view "map" of the path immediately ahead of the car 

by determining which pixels correspond to the path and which pixels don't, and performing a perspective 

transform. Then, we fit lines on the map that represent the most likely locations of the two path edges. 

3.1.1 Map Generation 

The webcam returns images to the laptop in terms ofBGR (blue, green, red) values, where each 

pixel location in the image is defined by the intensity of the blue, green, and red channels respectively. 

Representing images in BGR is problematic because light areas have high BGR values and dark areas 

have low BGR values, so pixel intensities are greatly affected by illumination variance and shadows. 

Therefore, the first step of map generation is to convert the color space of the image from BGR to HSV 

(hue, saturation, value). The saturation channel represents the amount of gray at a pixel location, so it 

isolates the gray path well from the non-gray surroundings, as shown in figure 3.1a. However, on cloudy 



days, the contrast between path and non-path areas is less because everything has a grayish tinge. The hue 

channel, which represents the color portion, does a better job at isolating path from non-path areas in 

cloudy conditions, as shown in figure 3.1 b. The hue or saturation chamel is then thresholded so that 

pixels that are on the path have a value of 1 (shown as white) and those that are not on the path have a 

value 0[0 (shown as black). 

The [mal step of map generation is to transform the image into a birds-eye-view perspective. This 

makes defining the path easier as we can apply the assumption that the path edges are roughly parallel to 

each other. The transformation is defined as a homography matrix, which is simply a matrix that skews, 

translates, rotates, and stretches an image in order to achieve a desired perspective. The homography 

matrix is computed by defining a set of source points (minimum of 4 points) and a set of corresponding 

destination points, and computing the matrix that transforms the source points to the destination points. 

Figure 3.1 c shows the result of a perspective transform on a thresholded image. This binary 
birds-eye-view image of the path immediately ahead of the car is the desired output of the map generation 

phase of our path detection algoritlun. 

Figure 3.1a. Saturation channel of an image isolates path areas from non-path areas well in SllllllY 

conditions 

Figure 3.1 b. Hue channel of an image isolates path areas from non-path areas well in cloudy conditions 



Figure 3.lc. Thresholded image where white represents path and black represents non-path is transformed 

into a birds-eye-view perspective 

3.1.2 Fitting Lines to the Path Edges 

Once the map has been generated, our goal is to fit two lines that represent the edges of the path 

ahead. This step is difficult because of two reasons: I) the generated map is often plagued with noise and 

2) the generated map when on a single path is very different from the generated map when approaching 

an intersection. This section outlines an algorithm that (fairly) robustly fits lines that represent path edges 
despite these difficulties. 

The first step is to isolate pixels which may represent the edges of the path. We do this by fmding 

the biggest cluster of white (path) pixels on the map, and drawing a contour arOlmd it. The idea here is 

that the path should be the biggest chllllk of gray in the image, and small patches of gray are most likely 

due to noise. The contour, which are pixels that represent the possible path edges, is then broken up into 
different "lines". A "line" is simply a logical collection of pixel locations, where in the ideal case, one line 

represents the left path edge and another line represents the right path edge. However, due to noise, this 

ideal scenario often does not occur. 

The second step is to break each line up into segments and fit lines through each segment. The 

important thing to note here is the slope and intercept of each of the segments. The size of each segment 
was chosen to be a minimum of 50 pixels by trial-and-error. This step is especially important when 

approaching an intersection, because even if the whole line does not represent the straight path ahead, 

individual segments most likely will. 

The third step is to process each of the segments from a line and extrapolate the equation of a line 

that could best represent one of the path edges. This is done by averaging the slopes and intercepts of each 

of the segments, while excluding outliers. An outlier segment is simply defmed as one that has a wildly 

different slope or intercept from the rest of the group. The idea of this step is for each line (as defined in 

the first step) to produce an equation for a line that is most likely to represent one of the path edges. 

The final step is to choose the pair oflines returned in the third step that most likely represent the 

two path edges. A score is computed for each pair based on how parallel the two lines are and how close 
the width between them is to the believed current width of the path. If the top scoring pair's score is too 



low, the algorithm returns that a reliable path was not found. Otherwise, a line passing through the center 

of the two path edges is returned as the reference traj ectory. 

Figure 3.1d shows the algorithm pipeline on a fairly standard example, where the generated map 

is fairly free of noise. The difficulty here is that there is a possible right turn, so fitting a line naively 

through the right line would result in a right path edge that veers to the right. By splitting the line up into 

segments, the algorithm correctly ignores the possible right turn, and correctly fits lines representing the 

straight path ahead. 

Figure 3.1d. Pipeline of process for fitting lines to the path edges 

3.2 Pedestrian Detection 

Pedestrian detection is a computer vision task with the objective of determining if a person is in 

an image and locating where that person is in the image. Pedestrian locations are expressed by drawing a 

bounding box around pedestrians in an image, as shown in figure 3.2b. It is extremely important for a 

self-driving car so that the car can avoid hitting people. A histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and 

linear support vector machine model were used for the pedestrian detection task. Although this is not a 

state of the art technique, it is fast and achieves very good results, especially for pedestrians that are close 

to the car. 

In order to do pedestrian detection, a pedestrian classifier is needed. The goal of a pedestrian 

classifier is to determine whether or not a person is present in an image. However, classifiers do not give 

any information about where the pedestrian is located within the image. Image features are needed for 

classification. In general, image features are aspects of an image that can be used to identifY whether 

something is present in an image. In the case of pedestrian classification, these features are characteristics 

of people that all people have in common, regardless of variations in height, color, etc. For example, 

image features of a person may include a group of pixels that display the circularity of the head or a group 

of pixels that show the linearity of a leg. An image can be classified as one that contains a pedestrian if a 

predetermined set of pedestrian image features are present in the image. 

For our pedestrian classifier, we use HOG as the image features. To extract HOG features, image 

gradient magnitudes and gradient directions are calculated at each pixel. Image gradient magnitudes are 

how large the difference in pixel values are and the image gradient direction is the direction of the 

changes. Images from the car camera video stream are divided up into pixel blocks of fixed size. 

Histogram of gradient magnitudes at each direction are calculated for each pixel block. In other words, 

each pixel in a given block "votes" for a gradient direction and the weight of the vote is the gradient 

magnitude at that pixel. The direction with the most votes and the summed up weights of pixel votes in 

that direction is the HOG feature. OpenCV provides a pretrained linear support vector machine that is 



able to take 1mages, calculate HOG fe2tures and determine 1f enough pedestrian HOG features are present 

in the 1mage to clasSify the 1mage as apedestrian 1mage 
The next step is determ1!ung the 10 cation of a person in ,., 1mage. A cii ding window techruque 

will b e used. With this technique, abounding b ox of fixed He will be systemoti cally dragged allover ,., 

1mage. If the pedestri,., clasSifi er, describ ed above, clasSifies a certain p,ece of the 1mage as a pedestrian. 

the bounding box will be drawn on the 1mage. This pro cess is shoml in 3.2 a The fixed ,.ze of the 

bounding box will be 64 PiXelS in mdth,.,d 128 PiXelS in he1ght Stride will also be defined Homontal 

stride 1S the numb er of PiXelS the bounding box will be translcted homont"l y every time 1 t searches fur 

pedestrians ,.,d vertid stride is the numb er of PiXelS the bounding box will be translated vertically The 

homontal and vertical strides are 4 PiXelS ,.,d 20 PiXelS. After the bounding b ox gets to the end of the 

1mage, the 1mage Size will be increased,.,d the sliding mndows techruque will be rerected with the same 
predefined bounding b ox. The re,.Zing and sliding mndow steps will be repected so thct pedestrians of 

many different SizeS will be located 

... 
Horizontal Stride 

Figure 3.2a Sliding mndow se ",-"ch 



Figure 3.2b: Pedestrian detection on campus images 

3.3 Object Avoidance 

While pedestrian detection gives the car the ability to recognize all people in front of it, a general 

object avoidance mechanism is needed. There are many types of oqjects the car could encounter on 

campus paths, including traffic cones, poles, trees, and fences. One approach is to use a similar method as 

the pedestrian detection in section 3.2 for different types of objects. However, even if the car could 

recognize more types of objects, it may not recognize less common objects like tree branches. 

Additionally, failing to detect an object, say when it is night time and the camera is not able to make a 

detection, can cause the car to crash. 

Object avoidance was completed using a lidar (light detection and ranging). The left image of 

section 3.3a is a lidar diagram. Lidars spin around and shoot light pulses at high frequencies. Light pulses 

bounce off objects and return to the lidar where they return distance, intensity, and angle measurements. 

An example ofa lidar in a room is sho\Vll in the rightimage of figure 3.3a. If the lidar is placed 

somewhere in a room, it vviil spin around and collect data about the room. This data is how far away the 

walls are at each angle around the lidar. The lidar vviil also coilect intensity measurements, which can be 

used to identifY what type of material the wall is made out of. 
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Optical rotary 
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Figure 3.3a: Lidar diagram and example usage. The image on the left came from 

http://www.renishaw.com/enloptical-encoders-and-lidar-scanning--39244 and the image on the right came 

from https:llwww.slamtec.com/eniLidar/A2. 

The lidar that was used was the Rplidar A2. It has a 15Hz scan frequency and shoots light pulses 

up to 18m. It was mounted on the front of the car, as shown in figure 3.3b. As it spun, it would warn the 

car if it received any readings from object within 3 meters in front ofthe car. If any readings were 

received, the car stopped. 

Figure 3.3b: RPLidar A2. The image on the left came from https:llwww.slamtec.com/eniLidar/A2. 

3.4 Controller in Autonomous Mode 

As in figure 2.3a, when the right bumper is held, the car is in autonomous mode. From the 

perception mechanisms described in the previous sections, the car is able to follow a campus path. While 

in autonomous mode, the car is able to make turns at forks in the rode. While these turns occur 

autonomously, they are triggered by the passenger. By hitting the right trigger or left trigger, as shown by 

figure 3.4a, a right or left turn will occur. These turns occur by signalling the car to slowly turn to the 

right or left and then search for lane lines. When lane lines are found, the car will continue following the 

path, just as it had before. 

The A and B buttons will trigger the path detection algorithm to operate in the "sunny" and 

"cloudy" settings respectively. In the "sunny" setting, the initial step is to extract the saturation channel, 

whereas in the "cloudy" setting, the initial step is to extract the hue channel. This ensures that the path 



detection algonthm c<n perfonn "",11m both conditions, ,.,d the user c,., dec1de on the day which 

condition to op erate m 

turn 

Figure 3.4a. Lo gitech controller ,.,d ,"-,tonomous mo <k 

4. Derision Makinlil 

Tr igger 
righ t turn 

Sunny 

The goal of the deaslOn makmg system IS to take the 1nfonnation the perception system outputs, 

mcluding where l<nes are <nd v.ilere objects are, <nd detennme how the c<r will get to the deS1fed 
locoti on. The deaslOn making system will then compute fo!W<rd velocity ,.,d ,.,gular velo aty comm,.,ds 

m order to getto the de",red loc<tion Our deaslOn making system mcludes path trocking and route 

planmng 

4.1 Path Tracldnlil 

The purpo se of p <til tracking IS to detenrune the fo!W<rd vela city and angul<r vel ocity the c<r 

should take m orderto fullow a reference tr,,!ectory. The forward velocity was calculated by defimng a 

max:!mum speed the car waul d go. If the p<tll was found, the car '" eeds up until this max:!mum speed IS 

reached. If the carIS not able to detenrune v.ilere the path 1~ it slows down to a stop. Moreover, the 

angul<r velocity was deteml1ned usmg the pure pur""it algonthm. Ths algorithm IS ",milarto how 
humans dnve. Humans tend to look';; some pomt th,;; they w<nt to travel to and navig,;;e the c<r to that 

pomt. Sml1larly, W1th the pure purSU1t algorithm, the carIS const<ntiypursU1ng a movmg target on the 
reference path that IS some dist,.,ce abe,.] 

In the figure 4. 1 a below, the c<r' s current pOS1tion is <t (0.0) ,.,d the fo!Ward vela aty IS knOml A 

goal pomt, pomt (x,y) IS defined, v.ilich IS a dist<nce I or the look41ead dist<nce away An arc a IS fit 

through the car and the goal pomt. TIlls <rc IS t,.,gent to the c<r. The curv<ture of the arc IS calculated 

usmg the follomng equ<tion 

[Equali<>'! 1] curva/uro 



Next, the angul,.- velocity OJ lS calcul2ted usmg the curvature, forward velocity, and 10 ok ilead dist2£jce 

I m equation 2 

[EquaiiOll 2] OJ = curvature x '<>Wj"ix''> 

The pure purmit lookileoo dlSt2£jce needed to be tuned Alookahead distance th<t lS too large 

will c<use the c,.- to look <t p01nts to 0 f,.- CN{<ij. As a resul ~ the c,.- will tty to go tow,.-ds a pomt on the 

path f,.- CN{<ij even lf it falls off the p <th nght ileoo 0 f it For ex2£Jlple, the c,.- may cut a comer on a 

sh3lJl tum m order to get to a p omt on a p <th further ilead. If the c,.- has a 10 okaheoo ddance that lS too 

small, it mll try too hard to stay m the mlddle of the p<th. Ths means 2£jY small offset from the ffilddle of 

the p<th will trigger a tum. An over tum will cause the car to trigger 2£jother tum the oppo ":te way 

Therefore the c,.- will oscill <te ,.-ound the mlddle of the p<th. Alookahead distance thatlS small enough 

to aV01d gomg 0 ff the p2th villile not 0 scill<ting too much lS de,.red 

y 

x 
Figure 4. 1 a Geometry of the FUre Pursuit Algorithm 

4.2 Route Planninll: 

Rout e planrung IS the proc ess of detenll1rung how to get from the current loc <tion to some deS1fed 

locoti on. In thlS proJ ec~ aroute pLul1ng system was never fully lmpl emented, but the followmg 

technique hoo b een explored. A USB GPS recelver was used to detemune occurate measurements 0 f th e 

longitude and l2t1 tude 0 f th e current po,. tion. The current 10 cation mlght be the SClence Center, as ±lOml 

m Figure 4.2a. The car could prompt the us er for a destin<tion locotion, such as McCabe, ""ich lS also 

shown on Figure 4.2a The Google M~s Geocoding API C2£j be used to tum trus location mto GPS 

coordin 2te s. As the c,.- move ~ it could upd<te its current loc<tion m real time by tal-cing readings from th e 

USB G PS receiver. This would allow the c,.- to be able to choo se "",ch path to take when ~proocrung 2£j 

mtersection, by choo ,.ng the p <th that ffilll1ffilUS the Euclide2£j distance between the current 10 cation and 

destination 
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Figure 4. 2a M ~ of the Swarthmore College c<rnpus W1th an example car location and destination 

5. Condu';on.and Future W ... k 

A truly robust ,"-,lonomOllS c<rnpus vehicle could have ffi<ny proctical ~plications at Swathmore 

College. The"" range from package deliveries to transporting disooled students around c<rnpus. While the 

c<r !S current! y far from b"ng used for practi cal appli cations, we were able to achieve our proJ eel goals 

We were able to build a ,d f-dn vmg c,.- that was ill. to naV1g<te autonomously on c<rnpus paths whil e 

avo1ding pedestrians <rid other obstocle,. The carwa; also ill. to make tums when triggered to do so on 

the Logttech controller. Further, we believe that this prO) eel has built the baS1c fr<rnework for an 

autonomous c<rnpus vehicle. Perhaps future E90 projects could exp,.,d upon the work that _ have done 

For mech""callmprovemmt~ the most Important ch<nge would be 1mplementmg Ackennan 

stewng. The c<r currently uses differential drive with two caster wheels on the front (see the 2006 E90 

proJectm AppendiX B). Ths setup is Slmil<r to a shoppmg cartth<t has a sep<rate motor forboth back 

wheels. In order to tum to the left, the nght re<r v.ileel would tum fasterth,., the left rear wheel ,.,d m 

order to tum to the n ght, the left re<r v.ileel would tum faster th,., the nght rear wheel. A better deSign 

would be usmg Ackmnan steenng. m v.ilich the rear wheels rot<te <t the ,ame speeds,.,d the two front 

wheels angle themselves to make tums. Ths is the deSign all regul<r cars have 

Additional areas for 1mprovement for the mech,."cs of the car mclude adding a suspensIOn. A 

suspensIOn would mal<e bumps and the overall nde more comfortaIJle for the passenger. Additionally, 

more safety fe<ttlres could be added. Water ,.,d ram pro ofing would prevent the electrorucs from getting 

damaged. Bral<e lights and mdicators could also prevent colli Slons W1th people ,.,d other vehicles 

There were many areas of 1mprovement for ,oftw<re as well. Although the car could mal<e tums 

autonomously, turns were only tnggered by a passenger. Othermse, the car would only follow the current 

path it was on. The use of GPS andlor SLAM algorithms could enable the car to triggertums by itself and 

travel from the current po Sltion to the passenger's deS1fed destination. Pedeslnan ,.,d obJ ect aV01d,.,ce 

was 1mplemented usmg a p edestri,., detector ,.,d lidar. However, the only resp onse the car hoo when 

somethmg was m its way was stoppmg. The use of pedestnan trackmg and more soph,>tic<ted uses of 

lidar could allow mtelligent naV1g<tion <round ob stacles 
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7. References 

Pedestrian detection was implemented using the "Pedestrian Detection OpenCV" blog post from 

www.pyimagesearch.com. 

A description of HOG and sliding windows technique for Pedestrian Detection from the Udacity self 

driving car nanodegree. This nanodegree was also used for initial attempt of implementing lane detection. 

The link to the site is: 

httlls ' / /www udacity com/course/self-drivin~-car-en~ineer-nanode~ee--ndO 13 

Pure pursuit algorithm: 
Coulter. R Craig. Implementation of the pure pursuit path tracking algorithm. No. CMU-RI-TR-92-0l. 
Carnegie-Mellon UNIV Pittsburgh PA Robotics INST, 1992. 

8. Appendices 

Appendix A. Cost of Project 

Item Cost ($) 

Hardware Costs: 

Sabertooth Motor Controller $125 

Kangaroo x2 Motion Controller $40.32 

Encoders $84.29 

Seat $40 

Portable charger $166 

Perception Costs: 



Lidar 

Control Costs: 

USB GPS receiver 

Total 

Appendix B. Useful Links 

Link to Github: 

https ://github.com/jp077/6game 

Link to Kan-Miller 2006 E90 Project: 

449.00 

$23.29 

927.90 

https ://www.swarthrnore.edu/sites/default/files/ assets/ documents/ engineeringlEK DM fmal.pdf 

Link to Chen-Grasberger 2017 E90 Project: 

https ://scholarship.tricolib.bryrnnawr.edulbitstrearnihandle/10066/ 196521ChenGrasberger thesis 2017.pd 

f?sequence~ l&isAllowed~y 

Link to Sabertooth Motor Controller Manual: 

https :/ /www.dirnensionengineering.com/datasheets/Sabertooth2x3 2.pdf 

Link to Kangaroo x2 Motion Controller Manual: 

https ://www.dirnensionengineering.com/datasheets/KangarooManual.pdf 
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